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Chapter 145

I should have taken seat 8.

Sophia put on her 3D glasses and started watching the movie.

Without warning, Richard started talking to her. “Sophia, the Harpers also invest
in internet games. If your boyfriend can’t find a job in the future, you can ask him
to come to me. I’ll arrange a job for him.”

She kept on eating her popcorn while nodding. “Alright.”

When Xyla saw her, she assumed that she purposely sat beside Richard.

What a b*tch! She is still obsessed with my fiancé!

Therefore, she lovingly held Richard’s hand and spoke to her generously, “The
Huffs are also investing in internet games. You can also come to Huffs
Technology!”

Sophia continued chewing her popcorn. “Alright.”

In her heart, she was only thinking about Tay Tay’s unearthly handsomeness.

At the beginning of the movie, after the prologue, the two male leads finally
appeared.



In the opening scene, the two male leads fought each other. After the fight, the
two of them stood on opposite sides while the camera gave each of them a
dashing close-up.

The male lead that Michael was playing wore a snowy-white shirt, and his
handsome face was so tender that water seemed to be oozing out of it. In the
fight just now, the other party tore open his shirt, so he was missing two buttons
on his chest. The moment his shirt was torn open, one could faintly see the
muscles of his body. His seductive air wasn’t something that the shirt could hold
back as the man’s forbidden aura suddenly filled the whole screen along with his
righteous yet menacing smile… There were screams everywhere in the hall!

“Ah! Miss Taylor!”

“I love you, my hubby!”

This is incredible. Only two buttons are missing, but he is now even sexier than
being naked. Sophia felt a rush of blood bursting out of her nose.

Where there was Michael, there must be Harry around. In the movie, Harry
played the other male lead. During the close-up, he was meticulously dressed,
and his thick brows brought out the righteousness around him. The moment he
wiped his sweat gently, it ignited the whole atmosphere in the hall.

“Lord Winston, I love you!”

“Lord Winston, my hubby!”

Sophia was also affected by the atmosphere as she started to scream like
everyone in her heart. Beside her, Stanley was even more excited.

Ah! Uncle Michael is so handsome! His handsomeness is out of this world!

In the movie, the male leads were clearly two young boys between age 17 and
18, but the actors playing them had a combined age of 60. Nevertheless, there



wasn’t any unpleasant feeling to it because age was nothing in front of acting
skills and charisma.

Michael and Harry’s brilliant acting skills were able to portray the unrestrained
passion and naivety of youth. The script was also great, so everyone had a blast
watching the movie. Sophia was so intrigued from start to finish that she didn’t
notice a few times that Richard was speaking to her.

The movie currently had a box office of more than 200 million since its release
today, and nighttime was its prime time, so it wouldn’t be a surprise if the movie’s
box office exceeded 300 million easily on the day it premiered.

After the movie ended, everyone was still enthusiastically discussing it. At the
start, the two male leads were fighting each other for a girl, but at the end, the girl
transferred to another school, so the two of them ended their high school story
with happy memories. Although the female lead’s acting skills were good, she
was still completely overshadowed by the two male leads, so her presence
wasn’t felt that strongly throughout the whole movie.

When the female lead showed up, there wasn’t any reaction from everyone, but
when the two male leads showed up together, it caused an uproar. Everyone
started chanting one after another, “Kiss him!”

Even though they weren’t homosexuals, their presence together is the epitome of
gay! They were born to be together!

After the movie ended, Sophia stood up, wanting more as she prepared to carry
Nathan, but Richard halted her. “Sophia, can I treat you and Stanley to a meal? I
know a—”

His words were cut off by the sudden appearance of a staff. “Everyone, please
return to your seat and bear with us. Today is the 8th anniversary of the opening
of the Paragon Cinema branch in the University Shopping Mall, so we are here to
give you all a special gift!”



Usually, they were supposed to turn on the lights and bring in the cleaning lady
when the movie ended, but now, lots of staff suddenly appeared to guard the
entrance. This is a huge entourage!

They were in the giant-screen hall where fan meetings were usually held, so
there was a stage below the screen. At the moment, the staff used a line to
separate the first row from the stage.

“What is happening?”

Everyone was looking at each other, but since it was a surprise, everyone waited.

All of them quickly returned to their seats and whispered silently.

What is the surprise? Are they giving everyone a sack of rice?

Meanwhile, Richard took the chance to continue his words. “Sophia, I know a
really good Japanese restaurant. Why don’t we try it tonight? You can bring along
your boyfriend and Nate.”

Unfortunately, Sophia didn’t answer him for a long time because she was thinking
about something seriously.

Why is my whole body trembling? Why is my heart beating so fast? Why is my
sixth sense telling me there is danger?

All of the lights were turned off, and only the stage below could be seen. Then,
there were security guards and staff running around like ants.

She lifted her head and looked toward the stage. In the darkness, she could see
the staff running around, as if something big was happening.

Everyone stretched their necks to see as they were filled with anticipation.



They wouldn’t need such a big entourage for a sack of rice, right? Are they giving
away posters too? They wouldn’t need such a big entourage for a poster too, so
they must be giving out an extra bottle of laundry detergent!

A few minutes later, a sweet sound was suddenly heard through the microphone.
“Behold! We welcome the two starring actors of ‘High School Romance’!”

The crowd was in an uproar.

Looks like it is a celebrity meet-and-greet! But they probably could only invite the
female lead and a few actors playing insignificant supporting roles, or maybe the
director and screenwriter. Although everyone was surprised, they didn’t hold
much expectation. Ethan and Taylor won’t be coming. They could have just given
us posters.

Suddenly, the lights were turned on!

All of the spotlights were lit up brightly at the same time, causing the dark theater
to be as bright as day. This sudden change shocked everyone, but no one
uttered a word, so the big hall fell into a few seconds of silence.

When the lights were turned on, three more people appeared under the big
screen. One of them was the host, who was holding a microphone. One of the
other two wore a dashing suit in a mysterious black color, as if it was
encapsulating a whole dose of aphrodisiac. His powerful charisma couldn’t be
concealed as it oozed from his suit and instantly ignited the audience. The other
wore a more casual outfit. He only wore an ordinary-looking white coral fleece
jacket that usually wouldn’t be worn by men, but along with his face, he
captivated everybody.

After a few seconds of silence, a burst of screams erupted in the hall.

“Ethan!”

“T-Taylor. My Miss Taylor! Ah!”



“Help. I must be insane! I’m now looking at my idol!”

When Sophia saw the two idols, she felt a thump in her temple.

This explains the anxiety I was feeling just now. It turns out that Tay Tay is here.
It’s over for me. I have my ex-boyfriend on my left and my current ‘lover’ on my
right. Tay Tay is going to kill me!


